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In this paper we associate with a randomized filtered experiment arithmetic and 
geometric processes which allow for extending the notions of Hellinger integrals 
and Hellinger processes of various orders to a general parametric case. 
1 Introduction 
The first rigorous study of binary filtered experiments was carried out in these-
ries of papers by Kabanov, Liptser and Shiryaev 5•6 and Liptser and Shiryaev. 9 
The theory took a complete form in the book by Jacod and Shiryaev 4 where 
the notions of Hellinger integrals and Hellinger processes were fully exploited. 
In the consequent papers J acod 2•3 some of the results were generalized to a 
filtered experiment with a finite number of probability measures. In Grigelio-
nis 1 some additional aspects of the latter experiment are discussed (similar to 
that of section 5.3 below). In the present paper the first attempts are made for 
extensions towards general statistical experiments defined by a certain para-
metric family of probability measures. In the concluding section some examples 
(in the spirit of Liptser and Shiryaev 8 ) are discussed. 
2 Randomized filtered experiments 
2.1 Filtered statistical experiment 
We consider a statistical experiment (i1,F, {Pe}eEe), where {Po}BEe is acer-
tain parametric family of probability measures defined on a measurable space 
(D, F) with a set of elementary events n and a O"-field F. We suppose that each 
member of the family { P8 }oEe is equivalent to a certain probability measure 
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Q, i.e. 
{Po}see "" Q, (1) 
and for each fixed 0 Ee we denote by PB the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Pa 
with respect to Q: 
So, for each 8 E 0 and B E :F 
dPe 
PB= dQ · 
Pe(B) = l Po(w)Q(dw) = Eq{lBPe}. 
(2) 
(3) 
Here and elsewhere below we use the expectation sign E indexed by a proba-
bility measure. 
Let the measurable space (D, :F) be equipped with a filtration F = {:Ft h;::o, 
an increasing and right continuous flow of sub-u-fields of F, so that Vt>o Ft == 
:F00 =:F. Assume that the filtered probability space (n, :F, F = {Ft},~-o, Q) is 
a stochastic basis: :Fis Q-complete and each :Ft contains the Q-null sets of F. 
We also assume for simplicity that :F0 = {0, n} Q-a.s. The filtered probability 
space 
(n, :F, F, {Po}see, Q) 
so defined is called a filtered statistical experiment. 
2.2 Density processes 
Consider now the optional projections of the probability measures Q and Pe 
with respect to F, and use the same symbols for resulting optional valued 
processes: for a F-stopping time T QT and Po,T are then the restrictions of 
the measures Q and Po to the sub-u-field FT. Since Pe,T is equivalent to QT 
for each 0 Ee, we can define the Radon-Nikodym derivatives 
Thus according to Jacod and Shiryaev, 4 section III.3, for each fixed 0 E 0 
there is a unique (up to Q-indistinguishability) process z( 0) = z(O, Q) called the 
density process (we usually stress the dependence on a dominating measure Q), 
so that zt(B, Q) = d{Q,1 for all t ~ 0, which possesses the following properties 
(see Jacod and Shiryaev, 4 proposition III.3.5, for more details): for each 0 E 0 
(i) inf zt(B, Q) > 0 Q - a.s. 
t 
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(ii) sup Zt(B, Q) < oo Q- a.s. 
t 
(iii) the density process z(8, Q) is a (Q, F)-uniformly integrable martingale 
with EQ{zt(B, Q)} = 1, for all t E [0, oo]. 
2.3 Randomization 
On the set of parameter values 6 define au-field A and consider a probability 
space (6, A, a) where a is a certain probability measure. In this way a sta-
tistical parameter iJ is viewed as a random variable on the probability space 
(6, A, a) with the probability measure a determining a priori distribution of 
i'J. 
Consider now the direct product ( n, :F, Q) of two probability spaces (n, F, Q) 
and (8,A,a), where n = nxe, :F = F0A and Q = Qxa. Along with Q 
define on ( fl, :F) another probability measure P as follows: for each B E :F 
P(B) =la p(w, B)Q(dw)a(dB):::: EQ{lBp} (4) 
so that for each w = (w,B) En we have p(w) = $(w). Obviously, 
dP dPe 
p(w) = dQ (w) = dQ (w) = pe(w); (5) 
cf. (2). 
The binary experiment (fl, :F, F, P, Q) equipped with a filtration 
is called a filtered randomized experiment. The Kullback-Leibler information 
in this experiment 
is positive by assumption. Later (from section 4 onwards) we also assume that 
this information is finite, i.e. 
O < I(PIQ) < oo. (6) 
Observe that in the present setting the probability measure Pe defined for each 
(}Ee by (3) (and satisfying Pa(0.) = 1), can be viewed as a regular conditional 
probability measure, under the condition that the statistical parameter iJ takes 
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on the particular value e. In view of (3) we can rewrite (4) as follows: for each 
B=BxAE:F 
since by Loeve, 11 theorem 8.2B, it is allowed to interchange the integration 
order. 
All parametric families of processes {X(O)}w:i treated in this paper (such as 
the family of density processes {z(B)}eee of section 2.2) are supposed to be 
adapted to the filtration F, i.e. {.:Ft0A}-measurable for each t ::'.". 0, and cad!ag 
for each BE e. 
A parametric family of processes { X( B) }9ee is called predictable if it is P®A-
measurable, where P is the predictable u-field on Q x R+. 
Let now µ be a random measure defined on R+ x E with an appropriate mea-
surable space (E, £). With a random measure µ and a probability measure Q 
we associate the Do leans measure MJ, defined on ( Q, f:) where 0 = 0 x R+ x E 
and j = .:F@B(R+)©E. Recall that M;l(dw; dt, dx) = Q(dw)µ(w; dt, dx). We 
will use the common notation M{J( . JP) for the corresponding conditional ex-
pectation with respect to P = P©[ (for more details see J acod and Shiryaev, 4 
section III.3c, or Liptser and Shiryaev, 10 chapter 3). 
Define similarly the Do leans measure M {?- on ( (2 x e, f: ®A), M {?- = M;l ®a. 
Write P = P 0 A. 
Let W be a nonnegative f: 0 A-measurable function. Then we define for each 
B the function We(.,.,.)= W(.,B,.,.), which is then f:-measurable. Likewise 
we also consi~er W19. Then we 9btain from Fubini's theorem M{?-(WJP) = 
Ea{MJ(W.iJP)} = MJ(EaW.ilP). 
Finally, let v be the compensator ofµ. Both µ and v extend trivially to ran-
dom measures -again denoted by µ and v- on R+ x E parametrized by w, () via 
µ(w, B; dt, dx) = µ(w; dt, dx) and likewise for v. Hence for a P@A-measurable 
positive function Won (2 x e we can associate the process W in the usual way: 
W1(w) = l W(w;t, x)v(w; {t} x dx). (7) 
In the sequel these results will be applied to the well known integer-valued 
random measure µx associated to (the jumps of) a cadlag process X as defined 
in Jacod and Shiryaev, 4 section II.1, proposition 1.16. 
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3 a-mean process and a-1nean measure 
3.1 Arithmetic mean process 
Consider a filtered randomized experiment ( n, :F, F, P, Q). Take the optional 
projections of the probability measures Q and P with respect to F, and use 
the same symbols for resulting optional valued processes: for a F-stopping 
time T QT and Pr are then the restrictions of the measures Q and P to 
the sub-er-field :Fr. Since Pr is equivalent to Qr, we can define the Radon-
Nikodym derivative dQPr = Eq{pl:Fr} with p as in (5). We get then the 
d T 
identity Eoc{zr(t9, Q)} = EQ{Pl:Fr }. The process 
a(a, Q) = Eoc{z(t9, Q)} (8) 
so that a1 ( a, Q) = EQ {pi.Ft} for all t ~ 0, is called the arithmetic mean process 
( cf. remark in the next section). Parallel to J acod and Shiryaev, 4 section III.3, 
proposition 3.5, it possesses the following properties: 
Proposition 3.1 Assume (1). The arithmetic mean process a= a(a,Q) pos-
sesses the f of lowing properties: 
(i) inf a1 > 0 Q-a.s. 
t 
(ii} sup a1 < oo Q-a.s. 
t 
(iii) a is a ( Q, F)-uniformly integrable martingale with Eq {at} = l for all 
t ~ 0, 
(iv) if X is a certain (Q, F)-sernimartingale, then (a, xc) =Ea{ (z(t9, Q), xc)} 
Q - Q -
and Mµx (a IP)== Eoc{Mµx (z(t9, Q)IP)}. 
Proof. As the first three statements are obvious we only prove the last one. Let 
M be a continuous local martingale and define the stopping times Tn by Tn = 
inf { t > 0 : I Mt I > n}. The sequence of the Tn is a fundamental sequence and by 
the assumed continuity we have IMTnl :Sn. Hence EQEa{zt(t9, Q)IMinl} :Sn, 
implying that we can use Fubini's theorem at various places below. 
It is convenient to view the parametrized processes as processes on the bigger 
space (il, :F, F, Q). Thus we consider in particular the density process z, with 
z 1 the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the restriction of P to :Ft with respect to 
the restriction of Q to :F1 , or Zt = EQ [pl:Ft]. 
The local martingale M and the stopping times T,, extend in a trivial way to 
a local martingale on (n, :F, F, Q) and to F-stopping times. 
Under Q the process zMTn has compensator denoted by (z, AfTn). Hence we 
obtain for all F E F, and all A E A 
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In particular for A = e this becomes 
EQ[atMf" - a.Mi"]lp = EQ[Ea(z, MT•)t - Ea(z, MT"}.]lF. 
We conclude that aMT,. has compensator Ea(z,MT"), which is equal to 
Ea(z(l?), MT•). Hence it follows that 
(a, M)T• = Ea(z(i?), M}T". 
Let n --+ oo and take M = xc. Then the first part of (iv) follows. The second 
part again follows from Fubini's theorem for conditional expectations, since 
the density processes are nonnegative, and the characterization 3.16 on page 
157 in J acod and Shiryaev. 4 D 
9.2 Arithmetic mean measure 
It is often useful to make a concrete choice of a dominating measure Q. This 
is usually done as follows (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev~ p 163). 
Consider again a statistical experiment (n, .1", { ?9 leee, Q). With the family 
of probability measures { Ps leee we associate a new measure defined on the 
same measurable space (n, .1"), the so-called arithmetic mean measure P = Pa: 
for each B E :F 
P(B) = P(B x 6) = EaP1'(B). (9) 
The following simple lemma allows us to use P as a measure equivalent to 
whole family {Ps}see: 
Lemma 3.2 Assume (1). Then P,..., Q and 9fQ = Ea{P1'}· 
Proof. First note that the a-mean measure P is dominated by Q and the 
identity of our assertion holds. In particular, Q( ~~ = O) = 0. There-
fore it suffices to show that Q <t: P, i.e. that P( ~~ = 0) = 0. For then 
~ ·- dP - _ dn -dfi .- 1/ dQ < oo P- a.s., so that for each BE :F we have Q(B) - f 8 ;fJ>dP. 
Suppose the contrary P(~~ = 0) > 0. By (9) we have Psd~ = 0) > 0 at least 
for a certain 8. But since Pe ""Q we get Q(~~ = 0) > 0 which contradicts to 
P<t:Q. o 
Remark 1. In view of the definition (8) and the identity of lemma 3.2 the 
a-mean process of the previous section can also be defined by at( a, Q) = 
EQ{4,hl:Ft} for all t 2: 0. Therefore with the choice P as the dominating 
measure it becomes particularly simple: identically a(a, P) = 1. 
Remark 2. Recall that in a Bayesian set up the measure a on (0, .A.) is called 
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a priori probability measure. Along with this one can also define for each stop-
ping time Ton the same space the a posteriori probability measure o:T(., Q) 
by 
(10) 
Notice that for fixed A EA the random variable o:T(A, Q) is Fr-measurable. 
In view of remark 1 we get with P as dominating measure 
(11) 
3.3 Characteristics w. r. t. the a-mean measure 
In the situation of the previous section, it is often necessary to know pre-
dictable characteristics of observations with respect to the a-mean measure; 
see theorem 3.3 below. But first a common setting of the problem. 
The observations are supposed to constitute a semimartingale X defined on 
(0, .1", F, Q), i.e. a (Q, F)-semimartingale, with the triplet of predictable char-
acteristics T = (B, C, v). This and all the triplets considered in the present 
paper are related to a fixed truncation function h : R -t R, a bounded func-
tion with a compact support so that 1i.(x) = x in a vicinity of the origin. 
By the Girsanov theorem for semimartingales (see Jacod and Shiryaev~ Theo-
rem 111.3.24, p 159 or Liptser and Shiryaev,10 Theorem IV.5.3, p 232)) X is also 
a (Pe, F)-semimartingale for each 0 Ee. Denote by T(O) = (B(O), C(O), v(O)) 
the corresponding triplet of predictable characteristics, which is related to the 
triplet T as follows: 
{ 
B(O) =B+/3(0)·C+(Y(O)-I)h*v 
C(O) = C 
v(O) = Y(O) · 11, 
(12) 
with certain processes /3(0) = /3(0, Q) and Y(r9) = Y(O, Q) that are such that 
1,8(0)12 • Ct < oo and (Y(O) - 1) h *lit < oo Q-a.s. for all t :2: 0. According to 
Liptser and Shiryaev, 10 Lemma IV .5.6, p 231, these processes are described as 
follows. The continuous process (3(0, Q) satisfies 
z_(O, Q)/3(0, Q) · C = (z(O, Q), Xc} (13) 
i.e. if 
m(O, Q) = z_(O, Q)- 1 · z(O, Q), (14) 
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then 
(3(B Q) = d(m(B, Q), xc}. 
' d(Xc} 
As for Y(O, Q), a P@A -measurable positive function, it satisfies 
z_(O, Q)Y(O, Q) = M~x (z(B, Q)!P) (15) 
Q -i.e. Y(B,Q)-1 = Mµx(~m(B,Q)IP). 
Of course X is a ( P, F)-semi martingale, as well. The following theorem (a 
generalization of a result by Kolomiets; 7 see also J acod and Shiryaev, 4 Theo-
rem III.3.40, p 163 or Liptser and Shiryaev, 10 Theorem IV.5.4, p 234) relates 
the triplet under P to the triplets T(B), BE 8: 
Theorem 3.3 Assume {1). Let X be a (Pe, F)-semimartingale for eac~ 0 E 
e with the triplet T(B) of predictable characteristics. Then it is a (P, F)-
semimartingale as well, with the triplet T = (B,C,v) where 
{ fJ =Ea{z_(t9,P)·B(t9)} (; = c 
v = Ea{z_(t9, P) · v(i?)}. 
(16) 
Proof. In the course of the present proof the dominating measure, that is P, 
is suppressed. By the first of equations (12) 
z_(li) · B(I?) = z_(li) · B + z_(l?)/3(19) · C + z_(i9) (Y(19) - 1) Ti* v. 
Take the expectation with respect to a on both sides of this equation. We get 
the first of equations (16), since in view of the remark in section 3.2 the expec-
tation of the first term on the right hand side equals B, while the expectations 
of the second and third terms equal 0: by proposition 3.1, property (iv), and 
the relations (13) and (15) 
Ea{z_(t9),6(t9) · C} =Ea{ (z_(l?), xc)} = (Ea{z(I?)}, X 0 ) = O 
and 
The latter equation implies also the third of required equations (16). As the 
second of these equations is obvious, the proof is completed. D 
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4 Hellinger integrals and Hellinger processes 
4 .1 Geometric mean process 
Along with the a-mean process (8), we associate with the parametric family of 
density processes { z(8, Q)}eEe a so-called geometric mean process 
g(a, Q) = eE.,{log z(D,Q)}. (17) 
By the Jensen inequality g-mean process is dominated by a-mean process iden-
tically, i.e. 
g(a:, Q) ~ a(a:, Q) (18) 
so that the g-mean process also possesses property (ii) of proposition 3.1. As 
for the lower bound, we have assumed (6) in order to guarantee that the g-mean 
process has property (i) of proposition 3.1 as well. 
Proposition 4.1 Assume (1) and {6). The geometric mean process g = 
g( a:, Q) possesses the following properties: 
{i) inf 9t > 0 Q-a.s. 
t 
{ii) sup gt < oo Q-a.s. 
t 
{iii) g is a ( Q, F)-supermartingale of class (D) with g0 = l. 
Proof. Property (i) is an immediate consequence of (6) and Jensen's inequality 
and (ii) follows from equation (18). 
As for property (iii) we have that the g-mean process is indeed of class (D), 
since it is dominated by a process of class {D ), a ( Q, F)-uniformly integrable 
martingale a (see (18)). It remains to show that Eq{gtl.1".}::::; g. for s::::; t. To 
this end apply first the Jensen inequality and then interchange the integration 
order: on the set {g. > O} of full Q-measure 
0 
4.2 Hellinger integrals 
Let T be a F-stopping time. The Hellinger integral of the family of probability 
measures {Pe,T }eEe, is defined according to Jacod and Shiryaev, 4 section IV.I, 
as the Q-expectation of the g-mean process evaluated at T: 
H(a, T) = EQ{9T(a, Q)}. (19) 
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This is ea.lied the Hellinger integral of order a. 
Note that the Hellinger integral is independent of the choice of the domi-
nating measure Q: if Q' is another dominating measure such that Q ~ Q' 
and Z = ~. then Eq{g(a, Q)} = EQ1{g(a, Q')}, since EQ{g(a, Q)} = 
EQ·{Z g(a,Q)} and by definition (17) 
z g(o:,Q) = eE"'{log[Z z(.?,Q)]} = eE"'{logz(!9,Q')} = g(a,Q'). (20) 
Let then Q and Q0 be two dominating measures and Q' = ~(Q + Qo). A 
double application of the above result gives EQ{g(a, Q)} = EQ1 {g(a, Q')} = 
Eq0 {g( a, Q0)}, which establishes the postulated independence of the choice of 
the dominating measure. 
4.3 Hellinger processes 
Next, we define the Hellinger process oforder o:, denoted traditionally by h(a). 
Theorem 4.2 Assume {1) and (6). There exists a (unique up to Q-indistin-
guishability) predictable finite-valued increasing process h( o:) starting from the 
origin h0(a) = 0, so that 
M(a, Q) = g(a, Q) + g_(a, Q) · h(a) (21) 
is a ( Q, F)-uniformly integrable martingale. 
Proof. By the Doob-Meyer decomposition there exists a (unique up to Q-indis-
tinguishability) increasing finite-valued predictable process A such that g-A is 
a (Q, F)-uniformly integrable martingale. By proposition 4.1, property (ii), on 
the set {sup1 g1 < oo} we can put h(a) = ..!... ·A which satisfies the requirements g_ 
of the theorem. D 
Like the Hellinger integrals, the Hellinger processes are independent of the 
choice of the dominating measure Q: 
Lemma 4.3 Assume {1) and (6). Two Hellinger processes h(a) determined 
under two different dominating measures Q and Q' are Q- and Q' -indistin-
guishable. 
Proof. Assume Q ~ Q'. With the same notations as in the previous section, 
from (20) and (21) we get 
g(cx, Q') = Z g(o:, Q) = Z [M(o:, Q) - g_(o:, Q). h(o: )] 
so that by the Ito formula 
g(cx,Q') = Z M(a, Q) - [g_(a, Q) · h(a)] · Z - Z_g_(cx, Q). h(cx). 
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The latter equation implies the desired result as the first two terms are Q'-
martingales and the last term equals by (20) to g_(a, Q') · h(a). Thus similarly 
to (21) 
g(a, Q') + g_(a, Q') · h(a) 
is a Q'-martingale. The proof may be finished by the same reasoning as the 
one after equation (20). 0 
Lemma 4.4 Assume {1} and (6). Then up to a Q-evanescent set 
6.h(a) < 1 
so that the Doleans-Dade exponential of -h( a) is well defined: 
£(-h(a)) = e-h(a) IT (1 - 6.h,(a))e~h,(a) 
•S· 
is a positive decreasing finite-valued process. 
(22) 
(23) 
Proof. It suffices to prove (22). But in view of proposition 4.1, property (ii), 
this follows from the equation 
EQ{grlFr-} - 9r-(1- t:..h(a)r) = 0, (24) 
valid on the set {T < oo} with a predictable time T, since by the predictable 
section theorem I.2.18 in Jacod and Shiryaev 4 the latter equation implies 
1 - 6.h(a) > 0 up to a Q-evanescent set. The validity of (24) is verified as 
follows: first take 6. on both sides of (21), and then take the conditional Q-
expectation given Fr-. D 
Remark 1. It is easily verified that £(-h(a))- 1 = £((1- 6.h(a))- 1 . h(a)); 
cf. Liptser and Shiryaev, 10 p 199. 
Remark 2. Note the following relationship between Hellinger integrals and 
Hellinger processes: H(a, T) = 1 - EQ{g_(a, Q) · h(a)T} which follows from 
(19) and (21). It will be shown below (corollary 5.7) that H(a, T) is in fact the 
expectation with respect to a certain probability measure of the Doleans-Dade 
exponential (23) evaluated at T. 
4.4 g-mean process of an exponential 
The characterization of the Hellinger process h(a), presented in the next sec-
tion, is based on proposition 4.5 below. We use here the following notations: if 
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{X(O)}eee is a certain parametric family of processes, then a(X) = Ea{X(t?)} 
and (for a nonnegative family) g(X) = eE .. {logX(t7)} denote its arithmetic and 
geometric mean processes, respectively (cf. the special cases (8) and (17)). 
Until the end of this subsection we assume sufficiently strong measurability 
properties that yield the expectation with respect to ~ well defined. The re-
sults of this section will be applied to the density processes z( 0, Q) and related 
processes for which these measurability properties are automatically satisfied. 
Denote by </i(X) = a(X)- g(X) the difference of the arithmetic and geometric 
process and note that this difference process is homogeneous in the sense that 
if C is a process independent of {), then 
</>(CX) = C<jJ(X) (25) 
Proposition 4.5 Let {X(O)}eee be a parametric family of (Q, F)-semimar-
tingales with .D.X(O) > -1 for all 0. Let its arithmetic mean process a(X) = 
Ea{X(t9)} be a (Q, F)-semimartingale and a_(X) = Ea{X_(t?)}. Suppose that 
the increasing processes a({Xc)) and a(-f * µX) where f(x) = log(l + x)- x 
are finite-valued. 
Then the g-mean process g(E) = exp Ea{log£(X(t9))} of the family of the 
Doleans-Dade exponentials {E(X(O))}eee is well-defined and 
g(t) = E{a(X) - ~ii(Xe)- 2: </>.(1 + .D.X)} 
•:S· 
(26) 
where ii(.)= a((.))- (a(.)} and</>(.)= a(.) - g(.). 
Proof. By definition the Doleans exponential £(~) of a semimartingale e is the 
process e{-!W) TI (1 + .D.e.)e-.C..{,. Hence the right hand side of (26) equals 
•:S· 
ea(X)-!ii(X•)-~(a(x•)) IT (1 + Aa,(X) - </J.(1 + .D.X))e-.c..a,(X) 
= ea(X)-~a((X•)) ITo.(1 + .D.X)e-a,(.C..X) 
• :S. 
which in turn is the ordinary exponential of 
1 
a(X - 2(Xe} + l:J(.D.X,)) = a(log£(X)), 
•:S. 
and thus equal tog(£). This proves (26). 
Remark 1. If the continuous part X( t9Y possesses the variance process 
D 
v(Xe):::: vara(Xe) = Ea{IX(t?)el2 } - IEa{X(t9)e}l2 (27) 
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that is a (Q, F)-submartingale of class (D), then the compensator is given by 
v(Xc) that occurred in (26). 
Remark 2. Obviously, the identity (26) implies 
g(£) = g_(£). a(X) - ~g_(£). v(Xc) - L 9s-(E)4>.(1 + ~X) 
•$. 
which is reduced in the special binary case to the Ito formula on p.199 in Jacod 
and Shiryaev. 4 
In the next proposition we give sufficient conditions that yield a(X) a semi-
martingale. 
Proposition 4.6 Let {X(O)}eEEJ be a parametric family of (Q, F)-semimar-
tingales with ~X(O) > -1 for all e. Assume that each X(O) = A(O) + M(O) 
where the A(O) are processes of bounded variation satisfying a(var A)t Q-a.s 
finite for all t and the martingales M(O) satisfy EaEQJM(B)tl < oo for all 
t 2: 0. 
Then its arithmetic mean process a(X) = Ea{X(t9)} is a (Q,F)-semimartin-
gale and a_(X) = Ea{X_(t9)}. 
Proof. Clearly a(X) is Q-a.s. finite for all t and the process a(A) is of bounded 
variation and satisfies a_(A) = a(A_) by the monotone convergence theorem. 
We next focus on the martingale part. The integrability assumption on the 
family {M(O)}eEEJ ensures that a_(M) = a(M_) and that a(M) is a martingale 
as well. Hence a(X) is a semimartingale. D 
4.5 The Hellinger process as a compensator 
The results of the previous section for an arbitrary family {X(O, Q)}eEEJ are 
aimed at the application to the parametric family of processes { m( 0, Q)}l!E0 
with m(O, Q) given by (14), so that each density process z(B, Q) is the Doleans-
Dade exponential £(m(O,Q)) of the (Q, F)-uniformly integrable martingale 
m(O, Q). Then the assumptions made in the previous section are satisfied. 
Write m as a shorthand notation for m( iJ, Q). 
Below the notations of the previous section are used. 
Theorem 4.7 Assume (1) and (6). Let the process 
1 
V = 2v(mc) + L q1>,(l + ~m) 
•S· 
be a (Q, F)-submartingale of class (DJ. 
(28) 
Then its compensator V and the He/linger process h( o:) are Q-indistinguishable. 
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Proof. It follows from (6) that EaEQ[m(t9,Q)t]2 < oo, since 
logz(O,Q)t 2:: m(B,Q)~ - ~(m(8,Q)c)t. 
By definition (28) and remark 1 at the end of the previous section, especially 
equation (27), we get with g(z) = g(a,Q) the equation 
g(z) = g_(z). a(m) + ~g_(z). {v(mc) - v(mc)}- g_(z). v 
with the first two terms that are Q-martingales. In order to complete the 
proof, compare this equation with (21). 0 
5 Explicit representations 
5.1 Representation of Hellinger processes 
In order to present the Hellinger processes explicitly, we need further specifi-
cation of the randomized experiment in question. We return therefore to the 
setting of section 3.3 and suppose that a ( Q, F)-semimartingale X is observed 
whose triplet of predictable characteristics is T = ( B, C, 11). In addition to 
(1 ), assume that all ( Q, F)-local martingales have the representation property 
relative to X, so that for each fixed 8 E 8 the density process is represented 
as the Doleans-Dade exponential z(8, Q) = £(m(O, Q)) of the ( Q, F)-uniformly 
integrable martingale 
m(B,Q)=,8(8)-Xc+(Y(B)-l+ Y~O~fi)*(µX -11) (29) 
where ,8(0) = ,8(0, Q) and Y(O) = Y(O, Q) are the same as in section 3.3. 
According to the notation (7) the processes i = i(Q) and Y(O) = Y(B, Q) are 
associated with the third characteristics /1 and 11(8) (cf. (12)) so that 
lt(w) = v(w; {t} x R) 
and 
Yt(w) = j Yi(w, 0, x)v(w, {t}, dx) = v(w; {t} x R). 
We will make use of the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1 Under the conditions of theorem 4. 7 the compensator v( me) of 
the variance process v(mc), where m is given by (29) (cf. section 4.4, remark 
1), can be expressed as follows: 
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with v(/3) ::::: vara(/3), the variance process of /3. 
Proof. Since ii(mc) = a((mc}) - (a(mc)}, our assertion is verified as follows: 
by (29) we have 
and 
D 
Lemma 5.2 Under the conditions of theorem 4. 7 the Q-compensator of the 
second term in (28), with m given by (29), is 
q':>(Y) * v + L q':>,(l - Y). 
•S. 
Moreover the local martingale La<. q),( l + D.m) - ( q':>(Y) * v +I:.<. q':>, (1- Y)) 
can be written as - -
1-Y x { </>(Y) - </>(--~ )} * (µ - v). 
1 - l 
(30) 
Proof. By the same considerations as in Jacod and Shiryaev, 4 Lemma IV.3.22, 
we first prove 
</>(1 + D.m) = </>(Y(.; ., D.X))J{c.X;to} + </>(l - ~) J{AX=O}. (31) 
1 - l 
Recall first the definition of the stochastic integral W * (µx -v): It is any purely 
discontinuous local martin.gale, D say, satisfying tl.D = W(., ., D.X)l{AX;to} -
W, cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 4 definition II.l.27 or Liptser and Shiryaev, lO 
theorem 3.5.1. 
Apply this to m(O, Q). By (29) we get 
r Y(O) - i 
1 + D.m(O, Q) = 1 + {Y(O; . , D.X) - l}J{AX;to} - l _ i J{AX=O} 
'(O AV)J 1-Y(O)I l ; · , Ufl. {AX;tO} + l _ l {AX=O} · 
From this we immediately obtain (31) and the formula for the compensator 
follows. 
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The representation in the form of a stochastic integral is again a straightforward 
application of its definition. Write it as W*(µX-v). Then we get on {~X =/= O} 
W(.,., LlX)- w = <P(Y(.; ., ., LlX))- <P(Y) -1>(1 - Y), 
whereas on {~X = O} it holds that 
' " i " W = <,i>(Y) - --</>(1 - Y). 
1 - 1 
From these relations we identify the integrand W as in (30). 
Thus we have 
D 
Theorem 5.3 In addition to the conditions of theorem 4. 7, assume (29). 
Then 
1 " " h(a) = 2v(,8) · C + ef>(Y) * v + L. </>,(1 - Y). 
. ::; . 
(32) 
Proof. Determine the compensator of (28) by taking into consideration the 
lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. D 
5.2 Multiplicative decomposition 
We retain the setting of the previous section. 
Lemma 5.4 Under the conditions of theorem 5.3 the ( Q, F)-uniformly inte-
grable martingale M(a, Q), defined by {21} in theorem 4.2, satisfies 
M(a, Q) = g_(a, Q) · N(a, Q), 
where 
1-Y x N(a, Q) = a(,8) · xc + {g(Y) - g(--. )} * (µ - v). 
1 - 1 
Proof. By (32), (21) and (26) applied to m(a,Q) of(29) and lemma5.2 
N(a, Q) g_(a:, Q)- 1 · M(a, Q) 
g_(rx, Q)- 1 · g(a, Q) + h(a) 
1-Y x 
a(m) - {<P(Y) - </>(--, )} * (µ - v). 
1 - l 
Since a(m) = a(,8) · xc + { a(Y) - a(11-:_~)} * (µX - v) this reduces to the right 
hand side of the desired equation. o 
We get the following multiplicative decomposition of the g-mean process: 
Theorem 5.5 Under the conditions of theorem 5.3 
1 
g(o:, Q) = £( l - !ih(o:) · N(et, Q)) £(-h(o:)) 
with N(o:, Q) defined in lemma 5.4-
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(33) 
Proof. From Liptser and Shiryaev, 10 theorem 2.5.1, and the decomposition 
(21) we get the multiplicative decomposition (33) with N(o:, Q) = g_(0t, Q)- 1 · 
M(et,Q), so that the assertion follows from lemma5.4. D 
5. 3 Representation of Hellinger integrals 
It will be shown in this section that with a special choice of the dominating 
measure Q the g-mean processes take a particularly simple form ( cf. Grige-
lionis 1 ). Suppose again that the observations constitute a semi martingale X 
which possesses the triplet of predictable characteristics T = (B, C, v) with 
respect to the probability measure Q and the triplet T(B) = (B(B), C(B), v(B)) 
with respect to the probability measure Pe,B Ee (cf. (12)). 
For any fixed 0t let G = Ga be a probability measure on the same space 
(0, F, F) (a so-called geometric mean measure), equivalent to Q, that pre-
scribes to X the triplet of predictable characteristics T 0 = (BG, cc, vG) where 
= a(B) +(Ya - a(Y)) * v 
=C 
_ yG . 'tJ yG _ g(Y) 
- v, WI 1 - g(l-Y)+g(Y). 
Here the notation (7) is used, so that for instance 
91(Y)(w) = L eE"{logY(t?,w;t,x)}v(w; {t} X dx). 
(34) 
Theorem 5.6 Assume the conditions of theorem 5.3. If the geometric mean 
measure G is used as a dominating measure, then g( o:, G) = £( -h( 0t)). 
Proof. By (33) it suffices to show that N(o:, G) = 0, which is a consequence of 
the following two identities (36) to be proved below. To express the dependence 
of the processes (J(B) and Y(O) on the choice of the dominating measure G we 
explicitly write (J(B, G) and Y(B, G). Notice that Y(B, G) and Y(O, Q) (as 
before simply denoted by Y(O)) are related via 
Y(B) = Y(O, G)Y 0 . (35) 
We claim 
Y i--Y 
a((J(.,G))=Oandg(ya)=g( -) 
1-YG 
(36) 
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For the first of these equations we use (12) with G instead of Q as dominating 
measure and (35) to get 
B(t'J) =BG+ ,B(t9, G). c + 1i ( ~~) - 1) yG *II 
Use then the definition of BG in (34) to write this as 
B( t'J) = a(B) + ,B(t'J, G) · C + 1i (Y(t9) - a(Y)) * 11 
By taking expectation with respect to a we obtain a(,B( ., G)) · C = 0 and hence 
N(a, G)c = 0. 
The second of equations (36), equivalent by (25) to 
g(Y) yG 
n(l - Y) - 1- fG' (37) 
is easily verified by the definition of yG in the third of equations (34) and its 
1 -yG _ g(l-Y) consequence - - g(l-Y)+g(Y). 
We proceed to show that N(cx, G)d = 0. Thereto we need some notation. Along 
with the 'hat'-operator with respect to 11 we denote by :G the 'hat'-operator 
with respect to 11G. Then we have the identities 
- G - -G -Y(O, G) = Y(O) and 1 = YG. (38) 
Observe now that the discontinuous part of N(a, G) can be written (use lemma 
5.4 with Q replaced with G) as 
- G 
N(cx, G)d = {g(Y(., G) - g(l - Y(;~G) ) } * (µx _ 11G). 
1-1 
In view of (35) and (38) the integrand in this expression equals 
g(Y) g(l - Y) 
yG - -· 1-YG 
But this is equal to zero because of the identity (37). 
Corollary 5. 7 Under the conditions of theorem 5. 6 
H(a, T) = EG{l'(-h(cx))r }. 
Proof. Substitute Q in (19) by G and apply theorem 5.6. 
D 
D 
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6 Examples 
6.1 Independent observations 
Let X1, X2, ... be a sequence of independent real-valued observations with Xi 
drawn according to a probability density (with respect to some a-finite measure 
p) that belongs to a certain parametric family {fi(.,B)}11ee- Suppose that for 
p-a.a. x ER 
so that by the Jensen inequality 
0 < f;(cr):::: 1: /;(x, a)p(dx) < 1 
(equality on the right hand side is excluded by the assumption that t'J is non-
degenerate under a). 
Therefore for any sample size n the Hellinger integrals 
n 
H(a, n) = IT f;(cr) 
i=l 
do not vanish and the Hellinger processes (in fact sequences) 
n 
hn(a) = I:<1 - ri(a)), n = 1, 2, ... 
i=l 
do increase. Since the Hellinger processes are deterministic their relation to 
the Hellinger integrals is clear: no expectation is needed in the assertion of 
corollary 5.7. But, it seems interesting however to observe that under the 
g-mean measure Ga the X; keep on being independent with densities 
/;(.,er) 
J~00 /;(x, a)p(dx) · 
6.2 Diffusion 
Let the observation process X be defined so that under each measure ?9, (} E 0, 
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is a Wiener process W(8). Suppose that for each s > 0 the drift /3.(8) has 
non-vanishing variance with respect to a, denoted as in lemma 5.1 by v,(j3). 
Then the Hellinger processes 
h(a) = a2 1· v.(f3)ds 
where a 2 is the intensity of the Wiener processes W(8), 8 E 8, are related to 
the Hellinger integrals evaluated at a certain stopping time T so that 
H( T) - E { -a2 J.T v,(f3)ds} a, - a e a . 
Under the g-mean measure G =Ga 
X - i a, (j3)ds 
is a Wiener process. 
6.3 Point processes 
Consider a d-dimensional counting process N = (N 1 , ... ,Nd) with the cu-
mulative intensity (compensator) A(O) = (A 1(0), ... , Ad(O)) under the mea-
sure Po, 8 E e. Suppose that the family {A'(O)}oEE> is equivalent to some 
positive increasing process A so that the vector of corresponding densities 
Y(O) = (Y1(0), ... , Yd(O)) satisfies 
yi(i'J) d 
E {log • } > -oo with A( i'J) = 'C"' Ai( t9) 
a 1 - 6.A.(i'J) L., 
i=l 
for all s > 0 and i = 1, ... , d. The Hellinger process of order a is given by 
h(a) = l ~,(Y)dA, + L q),(l - 6.A) with ~(Y) = t <!)(Yi). 
•:$. •=l 
It is related to the Hellinger integral of order a as in the assertion of corol-
lary 5.7 where the g-mean measure Ga is specified as follows: under Ga the 
intensity density (with respect to the same A) of N' is 
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